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Abstract  UDC  556.3:552.54(437.6)
Peter Malík & Jaromír Švasta: Hydraulic Properties of Car-­
bonate Rocks from Slovakian Borehole Database
Using arc�ival �ard copy records on 22,922 wells and �y-
drogeological bore�oles, maintained since 1950’s on t�e ter-   
ritory of Slovak Republic, a spatial database was developed.      
If possible, eac� bore�ole was linked to a certain aquifer or 
aquifer lit�ological type, according to its screened inter-
val. Wells wit� ambiguous position of open casing were ex-
cluded from furt�er processing to obtain distinct relation of 
pumping rate to lit�ology. Using stored records of �ydraulic 
tests, eac� pumping rate was processed to obtain uniformly 
calculated “standard” specific capacity. These values were 
subsequently used to re-interpret �ydraulic parameters. 
Based on standardized specific capacity data, estimates of 
transmissivity (T; in m2∙s-1) and �ydraulic conductivity (K; 
in m∙s-1) for eac� well were calculated and linked to corre-
sponding aquifer type. From t�ese, �ydraulic properties of 
limestones (238 bore�oles), dolomites (463 bore�oles) and 
granitoid rocks (96 bore�oles) are compared. As anticipat-
ed, geometrical mean of transmissivity was low for grani-
toids (6.51∙10-5 m2∙s-1) and in one order of magnitude �ig�er 
for limestones (6.16∙10-4 m2∙s-1), due to its en�ancement by 
karstification. The �ig�est observed value of mean transmis-
sivity, two times �ig�er t�an t�at found for limestones, was 
obtained for dolomitic aquifers (1.04∙10-3 m2∙s-1). Dolomitic 
aquifers also s�ow t�e �ig�est median values of �ydraulic 
conductivity (3.21∙10-5 m∙s-1), in one order of magnitude 
�ig�er t�an granitoids (2.10∙10-6 m∙s-1) and t�ree times 
�ig�er t�an limestones (9.45∙10-6 m∙s-1). In comparison wit� 
limestones, dolomites seem to be slig�tly more �omogene-
ous in aquifer properties; also several lit�ological types t�ere 
s�ow similarities in bot� T and K. Some limestone lit�ofacies 
(Steinalm and Raming), seem to �ave lower transmissivity 
and �ydraulic conductivity comparing to ot�er limestones 
types (Dac�stein, Gutenstein, Wetterstein). The data on �y-
Povzetek UDK  556.3:552.54(437.6)
Peter Malík & Jaromír Švasta: Hidravlične lastnosti karbonat-­
nih kamnin iz podatkovne baze slovaških vrtin
S pomočjo ar�ivski� podatkov o 22.922 geološki� in �idro-
geološki� vrtina�, zbrani� na ozemlju Slovaške Republike od 
50-i� let dalje, je bila izdelana prostorsko pozicionirana podat-
kovna baza. Kjer je bilo mogoče, je bila vsaka vrtina navezana 
na določen vodonosnik ali litološki tip vodonosnika glede na 
položaj filtrskega odseka. Vrtine z nezanesljivo lokacijo ne-
zacevljenega dela so bile izključene iz nadaljnje obdelave, da 
bi dobili jasno zvezo med načrpano količino in litologijo. Z 
uporabo s�ranjeni� podatkov �idravlični� testov je bil vsak 
donos vrtin obdelan, da bi dobili enotno izračunano »stan-
dardno« specifično izdatnost. Te vrednosti so bile kasneje 
uporabljene za re-interpretacijo �idravlični� parametrov. Na 
podlagi podatkov standardizirani� specifični� izdatnosti sta 
bili za vsako vrtino izračunani transmisivnost (T; v m2∙s-1) in 
koeficient prepustnosti (K; v m∙s-1) ter kasneje navezane na us-
trezen tip vodonosnika. Od tod so bile primerjane �idravlične 
značilnosti apnencev (238 vrtin), dolomitov (463 vrtin) in 
granitoidni� kamnin (96 vrtin). Kot je bilo pričakovano, je 
bila geometrična srednja vrednost transmisivnosti najnižja za 
granitoide (6.51∙10-5 m2∙s-1) in za en velikostni red višje za ap-
nence (6.16∙10-4 m2∙s-1) zaradi zakraselosti. Najvišja zabeležena 
vrednost srednje transmisivnosti, dvakrat večja od vred-
nosti za apnence, je bila dobljena za dolomitne vodonosnike 
(1.04∙10-3 m2∙s-1). Dolomitni vodonosniki kažejo tudi najvišje 
srednje vrednosti koeficientov prepustnosti (3.21∙10-5 m∙s-1), 
za en velikostni razred višje kot pri granitoidi� (2.10∙10-6 m∙s-1) 
in trikrat višje kot pri apnenci� (9.45∙10-6m∙s-1). V primerjavi z 
apnenci se zdijo dolomiti za malenkost bolj �omogeni v last-
nosti� vodonosnikov. Nekaj litološki� tipov kaže tudi podob-
nosti v T in K. Za nekaj vrst apnencev (Steinalm in Raming) 
se zdi, da imajo nižjo transmisivnost in koeficient prepustnosti 
v primerjavi z ostalimi (Dac�stein, Gutenstein, Wetterstein). 
Podatki o �idrološki� lastnosti� vse� te� trdi� kamnin kažejo 
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INTRODUCTION
The investigation of �ydraulic properties of �ard rocks 
is more c�allenging t�an similar in porous media. Rock-
mass �ydraulic properties are t�e key factor in control-
ling groundwater flow and t�us are interesting from t�e 
point of view of groundwater supply and protection of 
groundwater resources. In karst aquifers, traditional con-
cept of �ydraulic conductivity �as no p�ysical meaning 
in t�e case of conduit flow (Kresic 2007) and represents 
a “lumped parameter” describing properties of “equiva-
lent porous medium”. Aquifer tests in karst s�ould be de-
signed, managed and interpreted wit� regard to aquifer 
�eterogeneity, multiple porosity and anisotropy. How-
ever, suc� precise karst aquifer testing is rare and usu-
ally not included in t�e routine of drilling companies or 
water supply consultants. Wit� lack of relevant data, any 
estimate of �ydraulic conductivity or transmissivity can 
�elp in solving practical problems on local scale. Estima-
tion of transmissivity T or �ydraulic conductivity K from 
specific capacity is a quick met�od of acquiring �ydrau-
lic aquifer properties. Suc� an approac� was discussed 
mostly for porous aquifer media (starting from e.g., Tho-
masson et al. 1960; Theis 1963; Jetel 1964, 1985) but some 
aut�ors �ad also been dealing wit� similar tec�niques ap-
plied for fractured or karst rocks (El–Naqua 1994; Mace 
1997; Verbovšek 2008). El–Naqua (1994) used empirical 
correlation of 237 transmissivity/specific capacity pairs 
in fractured carbonate aquifer, Hamm et al. (2005) per-
formed similar correlation of 117 time–drawdown data-
sets from 116 wells in volcanic aquifer. Mace (1997) �ad 
examined t�e uncertainty in well loss estimates (from 
pipe-flow t�eory) to link specific capacity, influenced by 
well loss, and transmissivity of karst aquifer. Resulting 
empirical relation was different from suc� relations in 
ot�er aquifer types and pointed on t�e potential errors in 
well loss estimates. Razack and Lasm (2006) also found 
significant statistical relations�ip between transmissivity 
and t�e specific capacity in fractured �ard rock aquifer 
using data from 118 measured transmissivity data points. 
Verbovšek (2008) correlated T and specific capacity from 
298 wells in dolomitic aquifers, s�owing t�at in t�is rock 
media t�e T-q/s correlation coefficient does not increase 
wit� logarit�mic transformation of t�e data. One s�ould 
note t�at t�e spatial distribution of permeability in �ard 
rocks s�ows specific irregularities t�at s�ould be taken 
into account in t�e assessment and use of �ydraulic pa-
rameters: (exponential) decrease of permeability wit� 
dept�, specific relation between permeability and lit�ol-
ogy, near-surface zone development, significance of frac-
ture zones and spatial nonuniformity of transmissivity in 
t�e near-surface zone. Four quantitatively different cat-
egories of transmissivity related to t�e geomorp�ology 
of t�e relief were distinguis�ed (Jetel 1990), particularly 
t�e valley bottom transmissivity (determined usually by 
aquifer tests in wells) and t�e muc� lower “slope trans-
missivity”.
In t�is study, specific capacity data were also used to 
determine mean transmissivity T and �ydraulic conduc-
tivity K of limestone, dolomitic and granitoid aquifers. 
These were estimated by individual re-interpretation of 
individual pumping tests, using unified “standard” spe-
cific capacity data to eliminate influences of differently 
performed pumping tests. Calculation of “logarit�mical 
conversion differences” – parameters concerning �y-
draulic resistivities of bot� wells and aquifers was also 
employed. Set of �ydraulic parameters, calculated in 
t�is way, was t�en linked to various aquifer types. One 
s�ould still keep in mind t�e extremely en�anced �et-
erogeneity, multiple porosity and anisotropy especially 
for karst aquifers. The scale effect, i.e., t�e dependency 
of �ydraulic properties wit� scale of t�eir measurement 
(Sc�ulze-Makuc� et al. 1999), plays also an important 
role in fractured and karst rock media.
draulic properties of all t�ese �ard rocks s�ow lognormal 
statistical distribution and �ig� �eterogeneity. 
Keywords: �ydrogeological bore�oles, standard specific capac-
ity, transmissivity, �ydraulic conductivity, �ard rocks, karstified 
rocks.
lognormalno statistično porazdelitev in visoko stopnjo �etero-
genosti.
Ključne besede: �idrogeološke vrtine, standardna specifična iz-
datnost, transmisivnost, koeficient prepustnosti, trde kamnine, 
zakrasele kamnine.
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Central European spatial position of Slovak Republic 
(Fig. 1) and geology of West Carpat�ians imprint t�e 
�ydrogeological c�aracter of t�e country. Alt�oug� 
carbonate rocks in West Carpat�ians can be found in 
Palaeozoic metamorp�ic units, (mostly Carbonifer-
ous, but also Permian or Late Palaeozoic), t�ey usually 
form only several meters t�in beds and are of very lim-
ited outcropping extent. The vast majority of carbon-
ate rocks are t�erefore Mesozoic – mostly Middle and 
Upper Triassic limestone/dolomite units. Average spe-
cific groundwater runoff from t�ese carbonates varies 
from 5.0 up to 22.0 L∙s-1∙km-2. These are mostly a part 
of so called core mountain units, w�ere cores built by 
granitoids and metamorp�ic rocks are enveloped by 
autoc�t�onous Mesozoic sediments and overt�rusted 
by Mesozoic nappe systems (Fig. 2). Lower Triassic, 
Jurassic and Cretaceous sediments wit� different lit�ol-
ogy (quartzites, s�ales, sandstones, marly limestones, 
etc.) are considered as regional aquitards. Some occur-
rences of carbonates are found in Paleogene and Neo-
gene complexes, but – like in Palaeozoic – wit� very 
limited t�icknesses and spatial extension.
Therefore, in t�is study, we are dealing wit� only 
Middle and Upper Triassic limestones and dolomites. 
More accurate division of t�eir individual lit�ological 
types, if sufficiently �ig� population of �ydraulically 
tested bore�oles was found, is also included in t�is study. 
In dolomites, following lit�otypes were studied: Wetter-
stein dolomites, “grey” dolomites, Ramsau and “�aupt-
dolomites”/Main dolomites. Limestone aquifers were 
divided into Gutenstein, Steinalm, Raming, Wetterstein 
and Dac�stein limestones (litostratigrap�y of West Car-
pat�ian Mesozoic is close to Eastern Alpine, as for neig�-
bour�oods of Tet�ydian sedimentary basins). In closer 
look, disregarding t�eir limestone/dolomite lit�ologies, 
t�ese are c�aracterised in stratigrap�ical order: 
• Gutenstein limestones represent a restricted s�al-
low basin facies of t�e Anisian age (~237–245 Ma), dark 
bedded, black micritic, very poorly fossiliferous and 
partly dolomitic limestones;
• Steinalm limestones are lig�tgray platform car-
bonate facies of Anisian section (~237–245 Ma), built 
up mainly by fragments of C�lorop�yceans and tubes of 
Dasycladaceans; 
• Wetterstein dolomites are t�ick–bedded, fine-
crystalline, locally (in �ig�er sections) banded or lami-
nated, formed under lagoonal conditions in Upper 
Anisian – Ladinian (~228–240 Ma);
• Ramsau dolomites (Anisian – Carnian; ~217–237 
Ma) are t�ick–bedded (10–50 cm) or massive dolomi-
critic, dolopelmicritic, dolobiomicritic or dolosparitic 
rocks, in lower positions ric� in crinoids;
• Wetterstein limestones (Ladinian to Lower Car-
nian; ~222–237 Ma) are ric� in algal detritus, Dasycla-
daceans and sponges, sometimes affected by irregular 
cloudy dolomitisation;
• “grey” dolomites stand for gray, lig�t–grey and 
also w�ite benc�–bedded, massive and fine–crystalline 
dolomites, at t�e base wit� breccias, limestones and rau-
wacks, of wide stratigrap�ical interval (Anisian – Nori-
an), certain relation to Wetterstein dolomites is not clear 
or proven;
• Raming limestones (Lower Carnian – Cordevo-
lian; ~225–229 Ma) represent lateral slope sediments 
composed of lig�t-coloured organogenic reef lime-
stones;
• Dac�stein limestones (Late Carnian; ~217–222 
Ma) are facies from a large platform area, c�aracterised 
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fig. 1: locations of all interpreted wells (blue points) on Slovak territory.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
A large database of �ydrogeological bore�oles (wells), 
containing more t�an 22,922 wells from all �ydrogeolog-
ical units of t�e Slovak Republic was developed (Malík 
et al. 2007). Spatial position of t�ese bore�oles is visible 
on Fig. 1. From t�ese, 16,250 pumping tests could be 
reinterpreted, using t�e data stored for eac� bore�ole. 
However, t�e tested wells were unequally distributed in 
different aquifers types: 12,963 well-tests in porous aq-
uifers (quaternary and Neogene sediments), and only 
3,287 well-tests were performed in fissure or karst-fissure 
rock media. In t�e process of database development, if 
possible, eac� bore�ole was linked to a certain geologi-
cal type of pumped aquifer according to screen position 
(open casing interval), using t�e digital geological map 
of Slovakia in t�e scale of 1:50,000 (Káčer et al. 2005; 
Map server of t�e State Geological Institute of Dionýz 
štúr 2008). It s�ould be also stressed, t�at wells wit� am-
biguous position of screen were excluded from furt�er 
processing to obtain distinct relation of pumping rate to 
lit�ological type. 
In t�is paper, �ydraulic properties of carbonate 
rocks (limestones and dolomites) and t�eir comparison 
to basic well-known �ard-rock type (granitoid rocks) 
are discussed and compared from t�e point of view of 
by cyclicity (~300 cycles) of intertidal (dolomitic wit� 
laminated algal biostromes), subtidal (ric� in typical 
fossils, especially large megalodontides) and supratidal 
(s�aly, breccious, often reddis�) limestone layers;
• Main dolomite (“�auptdolomite”; Tuvalian to 
Lower Norian; ~210–222 Ma) consists of dolomicrite to 
dolosparites wit� small contents of siliciclastic (mainly 
illite and quartz) and organic matter. It is mostly inter-
tidal sediment wit� alternating layers of algae derived 
mud and laminated algal stromatolites, sometimes brec-
ciated. 
Please note, t�at t�is list of lit�ological types con-
tains only t�ose units, for w�ic� sufficiently �ig� popu-
lation of �ydraulically tested bore�oles was found. All 
data were taken from digital geological map of Slovakia 
in t�e scale of 1:50,000 (Map server of t�e State Geologi-
cal Institute of Dionýz štúr 2008).
Tab. 1: Statistics of technical data of boreholes situated in limestone, dolomitic and granitoid aquifers, used for hydraulic data reinter-
pretation.
 
boreholes in 
dolomites
boreholes in 
limestones
boreholes in 
granitoids in total
 borehole depth
ranges from – to [m] 5 – 2373.5 6 – 2106 4 – 1600 4 – 2373.5
average [m] 150.7 164.4 90.2 147.5
standard deviation [m] 284.0 256.2 202.8 267.9
 borehole diameter
ranges from – to [mm] 45 – 2220 45 – 2020 78 – 1200 45 – 2220
average [mm] 353.4 279.4 418.5 336.0
standard deviation [mm] 232.4 193.0 221.7 223.8
 average borehole screening interval
ranges from – to (in average ) [m] 70.2 – 142.5 37.8 – 150 32.1 – 88.5 55.8 – 137.9
average total length [m] 28.0 123.8 90.1 26.9
minimal total length [m] 0.9 5.5 3.0 0.9
maximal total length [m] 543.7 1902.8 818.0 1902.8
 uncased borehole intervals
number of boreholes with partly uncased walls [–] 128 52 21 201
average total uncased length [m] 43.2 67.2 94.5 54.8
minimal total uncased length [m] 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.1
maximal total uncased length [m] 748.5 399.5 818.0 818.0
standard deviation [m] 99.2 93.7 210.6 114.9
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�ydraulic properties statistical distribution. Having in 
mind 49,030 km2 total area of Slovakia itself, t�e relative 
density of tested bore�oles was 1 well-test per 3.02 km2, 
w�ile for porous aquifers it was 1 well-test per 3.78 km2 
and for �ard-rock or karst-fissure aquifer types 1 well-
test per 14.92 km2. For dolomites, outcropping on t�e 
area of 1,390 km2, data on pumping tests were available 
from 463 bore�oles (1 well-test per 3.00 km2), w�ile 
limestones, (238 bore�oles – 934 km2 – 1 well-test per 
3.92 km2), and granitoid rocks (96 bore�oles – 2,000 km2 
– 1 well-test per 20.83 km2) were more sparsely tested. 
The spatial position of t�ese basic types of aquifers and 
t�e position of wells and bore�oles is on Fig. 2. 
A brief summary of wells’ and bore�oles’ tec�nical    
data is listed in t�e Tab. 1.
METHODOLOGy OF BOREHOLE TEST REINTERPRETATION 
The vast majority of pumping and recovery tests on wells 
are performed wit�out recording t�e data on nearby pi-
ezometers, and piezometric levels from only t�e pumped 
well are available. Suc� data can never be directly used in 
any of equations in w�ic� drawdown value s is expressed 
as a function of distance r from t�e bore�ole axis or time 
value t. Alt�oug� it is practically impossible to assess val-
ues of capacity parameters (storativity S, specific storativ-
ity/yield Ss) wit�out observation bore�oles data, still it is 
possible to estimate resistive �ydraulic parameters (e.g., 
transmissivity T, �ydraulic conductivity K). Arc�ive files 
of common wells, if properly stored (pumping rate, draw-
down, well diameter, screen levels, aquifer position), may 
contain also precious information about t�e tested aqui-
fer, w�ic� can be disclosed by appropriately c�osen algo-
rit�m. By �elp of comparative parameters (transmissivity 
index Y, permeability index Z) w�ic�, in general, repre-
sent negative logarit�mic derivations of T and K values, 
�ydraulic conductivity K and transmissivity T can be es-
timated. Bot� Y and Z indexes can be also used in order 
to s�ow basic classification of permeable environment in 
classes from 1 to 10. Suc� an idea of substitution of p�ysi-
cally defined �ydraulic parameters by some comparative 
semi–quantitative parameters is relatively old (e.g., Jetel 
& Krásný 1968; Jetel 1989; šarin 1990).
DEFINITIONS OF PERMEABILITy INDEx Z AND 
TRANSMISSIVITy INDEx y
The comparative parameter of transmissivity, derived 
from specific capacity of a well, is transmissivity index Y 
(Jetel & Krásný 1968), w�ic� is derived from specific ca-
pacity (at unit drawdown of 1 m, see also t�e text below) 
q1 using equation (1):
Y = log (106q1) = 6+log q1 (1)
The comparative parameter of �ydraulic conduc-
tivity, derived from specific capacity, is t�e permeability 
index Z (Jetel 1964), w�ic� is also derived from specific 
capacity q1 using equation (2):
Z = log 106 (q1/ M) = 6 + log (q1/M) (2)
w�ere:
M  – aquifer t�ickness [m]
q1  –  standard specific capacity = specific capacity 
at unit drawdown [L∙s-1∙m-1]
For better comparison of transmissivity values T 
and its comparative indexes Y, logarit�mical transfor-
mation of transmissivity YT – for pumping rate in [L∙s-1] – 
can be defined using equation (3). The same can be done 
for �ydraulic conductivity K and permeability index Z, 
resulting in ZK after equation (4):
YT = log T + 9 (3)
ZK = log K + 9 (4)
CALCULATION OF STANDARD SPECIFIC 
CAPACITy
For pumping test, w�ic� provided only pumping rate and 
drawdown data on a tested well, comparative parameter 
values – permeability index Z and transmissivity index 
Y – are basically derived from specific capacity, a ratio 
between pumping rate Q and corresponding drawdown s 
in a well, using equation (5).
q = Q / s (5)
w�ere:
q  – specific capacity [L∙s-1∙m-1]
Q – pumping rate [L∙s-1]
s – groundwater table drawdown in a well [m]
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fig. 2: Spatial distribution of dolomitic, limestone and granitoid aquifers on the Slovak territory.
To derive t�e representative comparative indexes, 
pumping rate under t�e same drawdown conditions is 
required. Wit� respect to generally nonlinear depen-
dency of Q on s, it is recommended to use t�e unified 
value of pumping rate – e.g., at t�e first meter of draw-
down (i.e., s = 1 m = s1) in t�e equation (5) if available, 
or to substitute t�e measured one (pumped under t�e 
real circumstances) by a recalculated value. In t�is case, 
unit drawdown specific capacity q1 = “standard specific 
capacity” as defined by Jetel (1985, 1995a), stands for 
specific capacity. W�en measured drawdown values sn 
differ from 1 m, in t�e case of t�ick (M > 10 m) uncon-
fined aquifer, specific capacity at unit drawdown will be 
calculated wit� equation (6): 
q1 = qn ∙ ( 2 ∙ M – 1 ) / ( 2 ∙ M - sn ) (6)
w�ere:
q1 –  standard specific capacity = specific capacity 
at unit drawdown [L∙s-1∙m-1]
sn –  unconfined groundwater table drawdown, 
measured in a well [m]
M –  original t�ickness of an unconfined aquifer 
unaffected by pumping [m]
qn –   specific capacity at drawdown sn [L∙s-1∙m-1]
If, w�ile performing unconfined aquifer test, t�e 
drawdown exceeds value more t�an 1/10 of t�e original 
aquifer t�ickness M, t�e measured drawdown s�ould be 
adjusted after equation (7) (Jacob 1944 in Jetel 1985) and 
an adjusted drawdown sc (8) s�ould be used instead of 
measured drawdown s in specific capacity calculations. 
Suc� an adjustment is necessary due to significant re-
duction of t�e groundwater flow cross-sectional area and 
subsequent decrease of transmissivity.
sc = sn - s2 / ( 2 ∙ M ) (7)
w�ere:
sc –  adjusted unconfined groundwater table draw-
down in a well [m] 
q1 = Q / sc (8)
In t�e case w�en standard specific disc�arge cal-
culation was performed wit�out drawdown adjustment 
(s to sc), in spite of t�e fact t�at t�e drawdown in t�e 
well exceeded 1/10 of t�e unaffected unconfined aqui-
fer t�ickness, according to equation (7) t�e value of t�e 
adjusted standard specific disc�arge qc1 s�ould be used 
to calculate values of approximate logarit�mical param-
eters Y and Z. Value of qc1 is obtained by t�e use of equa-
tion (9):
qc1 = q1 ∙ ( 2 ∙ M ) / ( 2 ∙ M – 1 )  (9)
w�ere:
qc1 – adjusted standard specific capacity [L∙s-1∙m-1]
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In t�e process of permeability index Z calculation 
(equation (2)), instead of drawdown adjustment or using 
adjusted standard specific capacity, also value of adjusted 
aquifer t�ickness Mc derived from original t�ickness M, 
can be used. For calculation of adjusted aquifer t�ickness 
Mc, equation (10) can be employed. One can use t�e Mc 
value in equation (2), but in t�e same time, an unadjust-
ed value of specific capacity qn s�ould be used. 
Mc = M – sn / 2 (10)
w�ere:
Mc –  adjusted t�ickness of an unconfined aquifer 
[m]
Under confined aquifer conditions, t�e dependency 
of pumping rate Q from drawdown s is less or more lin-
ear up to a certain t�res�old value of s. For bigger piezo-
metric depressions, �owever, t�is relation becomes non-
linear. If sufficient number of pairs of Q and s values are 
available for identification of Q=f(s) curve, t�e standard 
specific capacity can be derived grap�ically by interpola-
tion or extrapolation to s = 1 m value. Wit�out t�is pos-
sibility, an estimation of standard specific capacity can be 
performed using relation s�own in equation (6) in para-
bolic approximation of t�e curve (equation (11)):
q1 = qn ∙ ( 2 ∙ H – 1 ) / ( 2 ∙ H – sn ) (11)
w�ere:
H –  distance between t�e static water level in a well 
and lowest part of t�e open well casing [m]
Aforementioned algorit�ms serve for data unifica-
tion from different wells wit� different drawdowns and 
pumping rates. Even t�oug� suc� procedure is only a 
roug� approximation of an unknown nonlinear curve 
Q = f(s), it allows objectively reproducible correction of 
t�e specific capacity decrease wit� drawdown to ac�ieve 
data comparability. In our dataset of 797 bore�oles, av-
erage value of transmissivity index Y was 5.57, wit� 
median of 5.60 and standard deviation 0.97. Upper and 
lower 10% percentile values were wit�in t�e interval of < 
4.30; 6.81 >, w�ile minimum Y values of 1.92 and maxi-
mum of 8.57 were found. The permeability index, Z, �ad 
reac�ed t�e values from -0.13 to 6.99 wit� average 3.91, 
median 3.92 and standard deviation of 1.10. 
PRINCIPLE OF LOGARITHMIC CONVERSION 
DIFFERENCE
Because t�e comparative parameters Z and Y represent 
individual functions of specific capacity q values, t�e es-
timation of �ydraulic parameters of rocks from approxi-
mate (comparative) parameters originates from t�e ex-
istence of t�e relation between transmissivity coefficient 
T and specific capacity q, w�ic� is, for our purpose, ex-
pressed in a form of a logarit�mic conversion difference, 
defined by Jetel (1985) in equation (12):
d = log T – log q (12)
i.e.,
T / q = 10d (13)
w�ere T and q are expressed in [m2∙s-1]. From com-
parison of (12) and (13) it is clear, t�at t�e relation be-
tween transmissivity coefficient T and transmissivity in-
dex Y as a transformation of specific capacity q can be 
expressed by equation (14):
T = antilog (Y+d-9) = 10(Y+d-9) (14)
The same applies for t�e relation of �ydraulic con-
ductivity K to permeability index Z, w�ere:
K = antilog (Z+d-9) = 10(Z+d-­9) (15)
w�ere:
T – aquifer transmissivity [m2.s-1]
K – aquifer �ydraulic conductivity [m.s-1].
Logarit�mic implication of equations (12) and 
(13) is t�e expression of logarit�mic conversion differ-
ence as a difference between values YT and Y, after in-
troduction of transformation of YT defined by equation 
(3), i.e., as:
d = YT – Y (16)
By introducing t�e conversion difference, t�e w�ole 
problem of estimation of �ydraulic conductivity K from 
transmissivity index Y is simplified into a problem of 
optimal estimation of t�e corresponding conversion dif-
ference d. The conversion difference consists of primary 
conversion difference d0, and additional difference dd 
(17):
d = d0+dd (17)
In ot�er words, logarit�mic conversion difference d 
contains t�e key for calculation of �ydraulic parameters 
from simple specific capacity value, as by t�e use of equa-
tions (14) and (1), if q/s is t�e standard specific capacity, 
e.g., transmissivity equals to 10d – 3 – log(Q/s) . 
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ESTIMATION OF CONDUCTIVITy (RESISTIVE) 
HyDRAULIC PARAMETERS By USE OF 
CONVERSION DIFFERENCE
Primary conversion difference
The basic constituent of t�e total conversion difference d 
in equations (14) and (15) is a part expressing t�e differ-
ence between log T and log q for given calculation condi-
tions, assuming a �ydrodynamically perfect well – i.e., a 
well, of w�ic� radius rv equals t�e effective (equivalent) 
radius rev. By ot�er words, we assume a well wit�out ad-
ditional �ydraulic resistance of flow into t�e well and in-
side t�e well towards t�e well �ead. This component, i.e., 
t�e ideal value of t�e conversion difference d for �ydro-
dynamically perfect well, is denoted as primary conver-
sion difference d0 (dimensionless). For t�e conditions of 
validity of t�e Dupuit–Theim equation of steady radial 
flow to a �ydrodynamically perfect well (in Jetel 1982), it 
is expressed by equation (18):
d0 = log [ log (rd / rv) ] – 0,436 (18)
w�ere:
rd –  calculated depression cone radius (Jetel 1982) 
[m]
rv – well radius [m]
For t�e quasi steady–state p�ase of transient flow 
under assumption of Jacob logarit�mic approximation of 
Theis well function (Jacob 1946) it is expressed by equa-
tion (19) by Jetel (1985):
d0 = log (0,183  ∙ log (2,25 ∙ a ∙ t / rv)) (19)
w�ere:
d0 – primary conversion difference [–]
t –  time from t�e beginning of a pumping test, 
determining t�e current extent of depression 
cone [s]
a –  �ydraulic diffusivity coefficient (ratio between 
transmissivity T and water-table storativity Sv 
or elastic storativity SP; a=T/S) 
In case of �ydrodynamically perfect well, primary 
conversion difference equals total conversion difference. 
As a preliminary estimate of transmissivity T, a value 
of TY, expressed from measured value of index Y after 
equation (3), can be used, and t�en t�e first  preliminary 
estimate TY = antilog (Y-9). Values of primary conver-
sion difference use to range from -0.3 to 0.3, but values 
< -0.5 or > 0.5 s�ow “unusual be�aviour” of interpreted 
data, w�ere inspection of input parameters is required 
(Jetel 1985). In our dataset (797 interpreted bore�oles), 
average value of primary conversion difference was 0.01, 
median was 0.15 and standard deviation 0.36. Upper and 
lower 10% percentile of our dataset was wit�in t�e inter-
val of < -0.43; 0.29 >.
Additional conversion difference
The additional conversion difference dd consists of par-
tial differences, eac� of t�em expressing effect of linear 
or nonlinear flow resistivities in a real well:
dd = dS + dL + dC + dH + dX (20)
Additional conversion differences (dimensionless), 
reflecting t�e effect of additional linear resistivities, can 
be separated into skin-effect difference dS and partial-
penetration difference dL.
The skin-effect difference reflects flow resistance 
originating from well clogging or deterioration of t�e 
natural aquifer structure in t�e near-well zone, and re-
sistance caused by reduction of t�e active surface of a 
bore�ole wall as a result of covering by filter, perforation, 
etc. It is practically impossible to determine t�is analyti-
cally, and in furt�er calculations dS is usually neglected 
or roug�ly estimated by analogy (Jetel 1995b).
The partial-penetration difference dL represents 
resistance caused by incomplete penetration of aquifer 
t�ickness by well screen. It is expressed as a ratio be-
tween t�eoretical specific capacity of �ydrodynamically 
perfect well qM and specific capacity of �ydrodynami-
cally imperfect well qL:
dL = log qM / qL (21)
More detailed procedures for dL determination were 
publis�ed by Jetel (1985). The difference cannot be cal-
culated unless t�e t�ickness M is known. Suc� situation 
may occur mainly in fissured unstratified aquifers.
Additional differences, reflecting nonlinear re-
sistances, can be divided into turbulence difference dC, 
expressing t�e effect of quadratic nonlinear resistance 
(especially turbulence of flow inside t�e well), and dif-
ference dX, comprising effects of all remaining nonlinear 
resistances.
The quadratic turbulence difference is significant 
only w�en �uge amounts of water (tens or �undreds of 
litres per second) are pumped. It rises wit� pumping 
rate, and decreases wit� t�e enlargement of well radius 
or wit� increasing transmissivity. It can be estimated by 
use of t�e equation (Jetel 1985):
dC = log [(antilog d0+Q / rT0,25) / (antilog d0)]  (22)
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Outseepage interval difference dH is generally 
neglected, because it is disputable by itself. Despite 
unquestionable existence of an outseepage interval of 
an unconfined water table, Busc� and Luckner (1972) 
presented arguments, w�ic� put in doubt its practical 
reason and its effect on additional drawdown in a well 
(Jetel 1985).
Unknown difference dX is a difference, w�ic� can-
not be clearly determined, but toget�er wit� t�e skin-ef-
fect difference are included in t�e residual difference dZ, 
essential for t�e precise determination of t�e total con-
version difference:
dz = dS + dX (23)
Total conversion difference is t�erefore expressed as 
a sum of estimated differences d0, dL and dc, and an un-
known residual difference.
dz = d – d0 - dL – dc = ds + dx  (24)
The residual difference dz is usually composed sole-
ly by skin-effect difference dS. During a preliminary esti-
mate can be neglected, w�at means t�at:
d = d0 + dL + dC (25)
In t�e dataset of 797 interpreted bore�oles, aver-
age values of partial-penetration difference dL, quadratic 
turbulence difference dC, and outseepage interval differ-
ence dH were 0.34, 0.41 and 0.61, respectively, and t�eir 
median values were of 0.30, 0.32 and 0.56. Calculation 
of outseepage interval difference dH was applied only in 
217 cases. Standard deviations values were 0.23, 0.26 and 
0.51; upper and lower 10% percentiles were of < 0.15; 
0.64 >, < 0.14; 0.84 > and < 0.18; 1.42 >. Based on prima-
ry and additional conversion differences, t�e set of final 
conversion differences d was prepared: t�e values t�ere 
were ranging from -1.16 to 2.29, wit� median value of 
0.22 and average of 0.25. The interval of upper and lower 
10% percentiles was < -0.13; 0.68 >. 
Using standard specific capacity q1 and logarit�-
mic conversion difference d, obtained for eac� well or 
bore�ole, datasets of T and K values were developed. 
Some aut�ors tried to estimate “regional values” of 
t�e logarit�mic conversion difference for certain rock 
types (Olekšák 2004; Helma 2007). Ot�er studies cor-
related values of conversion difference wit� transmis-
sivity derived by standard interpretation of pumping 
tests, using equations (12) or (16) – e.g., Jetel (1994) or 
Helma (2005). In t�is study, only conversion difference 
values individually calculated for eac� bore�ole were 
used.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR DOLOMITIC, LIMESTONE AND GRANITOID  
ROCKS AqUIFERS
Equations (14) and (15) from t�e previous c�apter, as 
well as using logarit�mical conversion differences (equa-
tions (16) to (25)), based on arc�ived bore�ole data and 
calculated separately for every bore�ole, enabled us to 
calculate values of transmissivity T and �ydraulic con-
ductivity K for every bore�ole. Statistical distribution 
of t�ese values was tested as lognormal. The lognormal 
distribution was confirmed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
wit� Lilliefors significance correction applied, and S�a-
piro-Wilk test (see Tab. 2). Since t-test assumes normal 
distribution, data were first log-transformed prior to 
normality testing.
Toget�er 238 well tests were available for lime-
stones, 463 for dolomites and 96 for granitoid rocks 
(Tab. 3). For t�e results of re-interpreted well-tests, t�e 
probability plots (cumulated relative frequencies plots) 
and relative frequency �istograms of log K and log T 
are s�own on Figs. 3 and 4. Relative frequencies plot-
Tab. 2: Results of normality testing of the hydraulic parameters. K–S Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistics; S–W Shapiro–Wilk test statis-
tics; Sig. observed significance level (often called the p–value).
Parameter Rock K–S Sig. S–W Sig.
Hydraulic 
conductivity
Dolomites 0.056 0.002 0.989 0.002
Limestones 0.041 0.2 0.984 0.01
Granites 0.061 0.2 0.983 0.265
Transmissivity
Dolomites 0.041 0.066 0.992 0.015
Limestones 0.061 0.032 0.982 0.004
Granites 0.078 0.177 0.978 0.115
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ted on Fig. 4 are understood as number of pumping test 
results wit�in certain interval, compared to t�e total 
number of pumping tests. The steeper slope for dolo-
mites on Fig. 3 reveals more �omogeneous distribution 
of �ydraulic conductivity (standard deviation σ of log K 
values 1.09), w�ile for granitoids (σ = 1.25) and lime-
stones (1.39) t�e �eterogeneity increases. Probability 
plots and relative frequency �istograms of transmis-
fig. 3: Probability plot of logarithmically transformed hydraulic 
conductivity values for boreholes situated in limestone, dolomitic 
and granitoid aquifers on the Slovak territory.
Tab. 3: Statistics on transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity values for boreholes situated in limestone, dolomitic and granitoid aquifers.
 all types of dolomites all types of limestones all granitoid rocks
k [m ∙ s-1]
geometrical mean-X 2.35 ∙ 10-5 1.06 ∙ 10-5 2.15 ∙ 10-6
X+σ 2.90 ∙ 10-4 2.64 ∙ 10-4 3.80 ∙ 10-5
max 7.36 ∙ 10-3 3.13 ∙ 10-2 1.81 ∙ 10-3
min 9.14 ∙ 10-9 5.51 ∙ 10-11 1.40 ∙ 10-9
X-σ 1.90 ∙ 10-6 4.29 ∙ 10-7 1.22 ∙ 10-7
log K standard deviation σ 1.09 1.39 1.25
median 3.21 ∙ 10-5 9.45 ∙ 10-6 2.10 ∙ 10-6
T [m2 ∙ s-1]
geometrical mean-X 1.04 ∙ 10-3 6.16 ∙ 10-4 6.51 ∙ 10-5
X+σ 1.04 ∙ 10-2 1.24 ∙ 10-2 6.02 ∙ 10-4
max 3.00 ∙ 10-1 1.19 ∙ 100 1.56 ∙ 10-2
min 9.83 ∙ 10-7 6.12 ∙ 10-9 1.21 ∙ 10-7
X-σ 1.04 ∙ 10-4 3.05 ∙ 10-5 7.04 ∙ 10-6
log T standard deviation σ 1.00 1.30 0.97
median 1.20 ∙ 10-3 7.58 ∙ 10-4 7.54 ∙ 10-5
number of evaluated wells 463 238 96
fig. 4: Relative frequency histograms of transmissivity logarithms 
(log T) values for boreholes situated in limestone, dolomitic and 
granitoid aquifers on the Slovak territory.
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sivity and �ydraulic conductivity values �ave similar 
s�ape, as demonstrated in Tab. 3.
Comparing geometrical means of transmissivity 
(T) and �ydraulic conductivity (K) for different aquifer 
types, low transmissivity for granitoids (6.51∙10-5 m2∙s-
1), and one order of magnitude �ig�er for limestones 
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is evident (6.16∙10-4 m2∙s-1; Tab. 3 and Fig. 3), probably 
due to fracture aperture en�ancement by karstification / 
dissolution. The �ig�est geometrical mean of transmis-
sivity values was found for dolomites (1.04∙10-3 m2∙s-1). 
The same comparison made for �ydraulic conductivity 
geometrical means s�ows t�e lowest K values for grani-
toids (2.15∙10-6 m∙s-1), one order of magnitude �ig�er for 
limestones (1.06∙10-5 m∙s-1), and t�e �ig�est for dolomite 
aquifers (2.35∙10-5 m∙s-1). 
The median values listed in t�e Tab. 3 follow t�e same 
structure bot� for t�e transmissivity (granitoids 7.54∙10-5 
– limestones 7.58∙10-4 – dolomites 1.20∙10-3 m2∙s-1) and 
for t�e �ydraulic conductivity (granitoids 2.10∙10-6 
– limestones 9.54∙10-6 – dolomites 3.21∙10-5 m∙s-1). The 
median value of 1.20∙10-3 m2∙s-1 for dolomites is �ig�er 
in comparison to median value of 4.35∙10-4 m2∙s-1, report-
ed for dolomites by Verbovšek and Veselič (2008). We 
s�ould note t�at t�e all analysed dolomitic aquifers from 
Slovakia are of Middle/Upper Triassic age, diagenetically 
consolidated to rigid masses and afterwards tectonically 
disrupted into densely fissured aquifers.
For closer look, several dolomite and limestone 
lit�ological types were studied w�en t�e number of 
pumping test results was sufficient to enable at least basic 
statistical comparisons. The results are listed in Tabs. 4 
to 6, and s�own on Figs. 5 and 6. For dolomitic aqui-
fers, analyses of Wetterstein, Ramsau dolomites, “grey” 
dolomites and “�auptdolomites” – Main dolomites �ad 
proven t�at neit�er one type predominates in transmis-
sivity (Fig. 6a, Tab. 4). Main dolomites were tradition-
ally supposed to be less permeable (drilling companies’ 
reports), but it seems t�is tradition �ad arisen from 
some local or regional problems. Limestones were ana-
lysed for Gutenstein, Steinalm, Wetterstein, Raming and 
Dac�stein limestones. Lowered �ydraulic properties in 
comparison to t�e bulk values were found for Steinalm 
and especially for Raming limestones (Figs. 5a, 5b and 
Tab. 5): t�e T bulk value median was 7.58∙10-4 m2∙s-1, 
w�ile 2.47∙10-5 m2∙s-1 for Raming and 1.47∙10-4 m2∙s-1 for 
Steinalm limestones. The �eterogeneity of all datasets is 
relatively t�e same and considerably big (standard devia-
tion σ of log T values in Tab. 5).
fig. 5: Probability plots of a) logarithmically transformed transmissivity (log T) and b) hydraulic conductivity (log K) values for bore-
holes situated in different types of limestones.
fig. 6: Probability plots of a) logarithmically transformed transmissivity (log T) and b) hydraulic conductivity (log K) values for bore-
holes situated in different types of dolomites.
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Tab. 5: Statistics of transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity values for boreholes situated in selected types of limestone aquifers.
 
all types of 
limestones
Dachstein 
limestones
Gutenstein 
limestones
Steinalm 
limestones
Raming 
limestones
Wetterstein 
limestones
k [m ∙ s-1]
geometrical mean-X 1.06 ∙ 10-5 3,04 ∙ 10-5 2,53 ∙ 10-5 7,23 ∙ 10-6 1,13 ∙ 10-6 1,02 ∙ 10-5
X+σ 2.64 ∙ 10-4 3,68 ∙ 10-4 6,01 ∙ 10-4 1,21 ∙ 10-4 2,96 ∙ 10-5 2,30 ∙ 10-4
max 3.13 ∙ 10-2 1,35 ∙ 10-3 3,13 ∙ 10-2 2,26 ∙ 10-3 1,49 ∙ 10-4 8,07 ∙ 10-3
min 5.51 ∙ 10-11 3,78 ∙ 10-7 1,25 ∙ 10-8 6,04 ∙ 10-8 6,44 ∙ 10-9 5,51 ∙ 10-11
X-σ 4.29 ∙ 10-7 2,50 ∙ 10-6 1,07 ∙ 10-6 4,33 ∙ 10-7 4,27 ∙ 10-8 4,53 ∙ 10-7
log K standard deviation σ 1.39 1.08 1.38 1.22 1.42 1.35
median 9.45 ∙ 10-6 6,17 ∙ 10-5 3,41 ∙ 10-5 3,54 ∙ 10-6 2,41 ∙ 10-6 6,92 ∙ 10-6
T [m2 ∙ s-1]
geometrical mean-X 6.16 ∙ 10-4 1,70 ∙ 10-3 1,71 ∙ 10-3 2,27 ∙ 10-4 3,99 ∙ 10-5 7,64 ∙ 10-4
X+σ 1.24 ∙ 10-2 2,26 ∙ 10-2 2,96 ∙ 10-2 3,62 ∙ 10-3 4,78 ∙ 10-4 1,32 ∙ 10-2
max 1.19 ∙ 100 7,41 ∙ 10-2 1,19 ∙ 100 9,52 ∙ 10-2 2,37 ∙ 10-3 1,46 ∙ 10-1
min 6.12 ∙ 10-9 1,19 ∙ 10-5 1,09 ∙ 10-6 3,65 ∙ 10-6 3,61 ∙ 10-7 6,12 ∙ 10-9
X-σ 3.05 ∙ 10-5 1,28 ∙ 10-4 9,89 ∙ 10-5 1,42 ∙ 10-5 3,32 ∙ 10-6 4,40 ∙ 10-5
log T standard deviation σ 1.30 1,12 1,24 1,20 1,08 1,24
median 7.58 ∙ 10-4 2,96 ∙ 10-3 2,11 ∙ 10-3 1,47 ∙ 10-4 2,47 ∙ 10-5 1,10 ∙ 10-3
number of evaluated wells 238 13 63 34 19 92
Tab. 4: Statistics of transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity values for boreholes situated in selected types of dolomitic aquifers.
 
all types of
dolomites
Main 
dolomites
Ramsau 
dolomites
Grey
dolomites
Wetterstein 
dolomites
k [m ∙ s-1]
geometrical mean-X 2.35 ∙ 10-5 3,50 ∙ 10-5 1,93 ∙ 10-5 1,13 ∙ 10-5 1,43 ∙ 10-5
X+σ 2.90 ∙ 10-4 2,99 ∙ 10-4 2,77 ∙ 10-4 1,06 ∙ 10-4 1,94 ∙ 10-4
max 7.36 ∙ 10-3 3,02 ∙ 10-3 4,43 ∙ 10-3 4,74 ∙ 10-3 1,05 ∙ 10-3
min 9.14 ∙ 10-9 3,58 ∙ 10-7 9,14 ∙ 10-9 1,60 ∙ 10-8 2,43 ∙ 10-8
X-σ 1.90 ∙ 10-6 4,11 ∙ 10-6 1,35 ∙ 10-6 1,20 ∙ 10-6 1,05 ∙ 10-6
log K standard deviation σ 1.09 0.93 1.16 0.97 1.13
median 3.21 ∙ 10-5 3,41 ∙ 10-5 2,51 ∙ 10-5 1,22 ∙ 10-5 2,35 ∙ 10-5
T [m2 ∙ s-1]
geometrical mean-X 1.04 ∙ 10-3 1,32 ∙ 10-3 9,06 ∙ 10-4 4,41 ∙ 10-4 6,37 ∙ 10-4
X+σ 1.04 ∙ 10-2 8,16 ∙ 10-3 1,09 ∙ 10-2 3,00 ∙ 10-3 5,63 ∙ 10-3
max 3.00 ∙ 10-1 3,27 ∙ 10-2 3,00 ∙ 10-1 2,26 ∙ 10-1 4,51 ∙ 10-2
min 9.83 ∙ 10-7 1,47 ∙ 10-5 9,83 ∙ 10-7 1,86 ∙ 10-6 4,62 ∙ 10-6
X-σ 1.04 ∙ 10-4 2,15 ∙ 10-4 7,52 ∙ 10-5 6,49 ∙ 10-5 7,21 ∙ 10-5
log T standard deviation σ 1.00 0,79 1,08 0,83 0,95
median 1.20 ∙ 10-3 1,84 ∙ 10-3 9,16 ∙ 10-4 3,60 ∙ 10-4 6,50 ∙ 10-4
number of evaluated wells 463 56 178 44 61
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Transmissivity T and �ydraulic conductivity K data used 
in t�is paper were derived from specific capacity by de-
scribed, relatively complex re-interpretation process, 
eliminating influences of differently performed pump-
ing tests and taking into account �ydraulic resistivities 
of bot� wells and aquifers. Using suc� an approac�, it is 
still not possible to differentiate t�e values of transmis-
sivity and �ydraulic conductivity of conduits or fractures 
from t�e matrix in double-porosity carbonates. However, 
in lack of relevant data, any estimate of �ydraulic con-
ductivity or transmissivity – at least its “bulk value”, can 
�elp to solve some practical problems. Data on �ydraulic 
properties of t�ese �ard rocks s�ow lognormal statistical 
distribution and a relatively �ig� �eterogeneity.
Comparing t�e mean values from 797 pump-
ing tests on bore�oles, we observed low transmissiv-
ity for granitoids (geometrical mean of 6.51∙10-5 m2∙s-1), 
and in one order of magnitude �ig�er for limestones 
(6.16∙10-4 m2∙s-1). Aperture widening of fractures and 
joints in limestones by karstification – dissolution and 
abrasion – seem to be t�e reason for t�is. The �ig�est 
mean transmissivity values were found for dolomitic aq-
uifers (1.04∙10-3 m2∙s-1). In t�is case, all dolomites were 
of Middle/Upper Triassic age (Slovakian West Carpat�i-
ans), diagenetically consolidated into rigid masses and 
afterwards tectonically reworked to form densely fis-
sured aquifers.
Some particular lit�ological types, for w�ic� suf-
ficient amount of data was found, were also analysed. 
Uniformity of all dolomitic aquifers types (all of t�em of 
Middle/Upper Triassic age) was found. Some limestone 
species, suc� as Steinalm and Raming, seem to �ave low-
er transmissivity and �ydraulic conductivity in compari-
son wit� ot�er types of limestones. 
In t�is paper, aquifer properties were compared 
only for carbonate aquifer stratigrap�ies and lit�olo-
gies. However, t�ere are muc� more factors t�at are 
influencing transmissivity and permeability especially 
in �ard rocks and karst aquifers. Suc� studies were per-
formed on igneous or metamorp�ic rocks (Mabee 1999; 
Henrikssen 2003; Razack & Lasm 2006) or dolomites 
(Verbovšek & Veselič 2008). Aut�ors of t�ese tried to 
geostatistically correlate suc� factors as dept� to t�e wa-
ter table, overburden properties, overburden t�ickness, 
precipitation, net precipitation, runoff, regional stress 
fields, geormop�ological position or proximity to rivers 
wit� well yields, specific capacities or transmissivities. 
In many cases, ac�ieved and described outputs of t�ese 
studies represent an inspiration for furt�er studies wit� 
t�e existing dataset. Factors as regional stress fields, fault 
zones or geormop�ology, s�ould be investigated in close 
detail. For rocks affected by karstification processes, t�e 
extreme �eterogeneity of �ydraulic parameters is obvi-
ous – t�e probability of catc�ing a major conduit by a 
bore�ole and subsequent �ydraulic testing of t�e domi-
nant �ydraulic element in t�e rock mass is very low: 1 to 
5% (Klimc�ouk et al. 2000; Zwa�len et al. 2004). Having 
also in mind practical experience, t�at t�e “bulk �ydrau-
lic be�aviour” of a karst or fissure aquifer system is gov-
erned by t�e most permeable unit wit�in t�e rock envi-
ronment, data from upper interval limits (maybe X+σ) 
s�ould be used in simplified solutions. The presented 
results from bore�ole pumping tests dataset in karstified 
rocks do not s�ow t�e real �ydraulic values for karstified 
rocks, but serve as an example of t�eir irregular distribu-
tion.
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